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bly of multiple protein cages with
homogeneous sizes and shapes via limited cage
surface engineering†

Hyeok Jin Oh and Yongwon Jung *

Protein cages are attractive building blocks to build high order materials such as 3D cage lattices, which

offer accurately ordered bio-templates. However, controlling the size or valency of these cage-to-cage

assemblies is extremely difficult due to highly multivalent and symmetric cage structures. Here, various

high order cage assemblies with homogeneous sizes and geometries are constructed by developing an

anisotropic ferritin cage with limitedly exposed binding modules, leucine zipper. The anisotropic ferritin

is produced as expressed in cells without the need of complex in vitro cage fabrication by careful

subunit manipulation. Ferritin cages with limitedly exposed zippers are assembled around a core ferritin

with fully exposed opposing zippers, generating homogeneous high order structures, whereas two fully

exposed ferritins are assembled into heterogeneous cage aggregates. Diverse fully exposed core cages

are prepared by varying the zipper-ferritin fusion geometries and even by using larger cage structures.

With these core cages and the anisotropic ferritin, a range of high order cage assemblies with diverse

ferritin valencies (3 to over 12) and sizes (over 40 nm) are created. Cell surface binding and

internalization of cage structures are greatly varied by assembly sizes, where high order ferritins are

clearly more effective than monomeric ferritin.
Introduction

Most natural processes occur by precise assemblies of multiple
biomolecules. In particular, proteins are major assembly
components due to their diverse structures and functions.
These supramolecular assemblies with their collective (multi-
valent) properties enable dynamic biochemical and physical
activities, which individual molecules cannot offer.1 A wide
range of engineered supramolecular protein nanostructures
accordingly have been developed as versatile templates for
biosensors, cargo delivery, and biocatalysts.2 The most widely
investigated examples of such protein supramolecular assem-
blies are protein cages.3 These protein shell structures have
hollow inside cavities that can stably conne diverse foreign
cargo molecules, and cage structures can be precisely modied
by other biomolecules or synthetics moieties with near atomic-
level structural accuracy. Various natural as well as articial
protein cage structures have been reported as multifunctional
nanomaterials for diverse applications.3–6 For example, engi-
neered protein cages have been successfully used as vehicles for
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drug delivery,7,8 reactors for bio/chemical reactions,9,10 and new
scaffolds of vaccines.11,12

Protein cages are also excellent building blocks to construct
even higher order protein structures such as 3D protein
lattices.13 These lattices allow highly accurate structural orga-
nization of multiple protein cages, offering attractive materials
with ordered cage functionalities such as reaction centers. As
a lattice building block, protein cages exhibit valuable features
including (1) uniform, fairly rigid, and symmetric structures, (2)
inside cavities for functional cargo encapsulation, and (3) the
availability of facile surface modication to induce cage-to-cage
assembly. Various cage proteins such as virus capsids and cage-
like proteins14–20 have been assembled into high order struc-
tures and used as ordered templates for special arrangement of
biochemical reactions.21–25 Ferritin, a ubiquitous iron storage
protein, is the most extensively investigated protein cage, and
many different strategies to engineer inside and outside ferritin
cages have been reported.26 Accordingly, ferritins have also been
a popular choice for high order cage array construction. Diverse
2D and 3D ferritin arrays with regular packing patterns have
been reported.27–31 In these examples, various cage assembly
forces such as electrostatic interactions, aromatic stacking, and
metal coordination were symmetrically introduced into 24
meric ferritin cages to build ferritin lattices.

Despite well-ordered structures, self-assembled cage lattices
grow continuously in size until most cages are exhausted,
similar to the high order assembly of many other nanoparticles
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 1105–1113 | 1105
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Scheme 1 Fabrication of homogeneous high order ferritin assemblies.
(a) Schematic diagrams of continuous assembly growth between fully
exposed ferritin cages and constrained assembly growth between fully
and limitedly exposed ferritin cages. (b) Isolation of high order cage
assemblies by removing un-assembled cages with affinity
chromatography.
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(Scheme 1a).32–34 The size or dimension of high order cage
assemblies is thereby generally heterogeneous and uncontrol-
lable. Assembling protein cages into dened geometries and
sizes will greatly expand the applicability of high order protein
cage structures.35 For instance, the size and shape of therapeutic
nanoparticles are critical factors for effective tumor targeting.36

However, only a few strategies to manipulate the size distribu-
tion of cage-to-cage assemblies by restricting continuous
growth have been reported. Biotinylated 24-meric ferritin cages
were assembled via biotin-binding tetrameric streptavidin,
where the size of ferritin-streptavidin aggregates could be varied
by the ferritin/streptavidin ratios.37 In another example, ferritin
cages were linearly linked by poly-lysine, and the assembly
length distribution could be varied again by the stoichiometric
ratios or the cultivation time.38 Recently, more discrete high
order cage assemblies were prepared by gel-based purication
of heterogeneous assembly mixtures.39 Stable chemical linking
and subsequent gel purication produced discrete assemblies
containing between one to four ferritin cages. This study also
demonstrated that ferritin oligomers provided greatly enhanced
anti-tumor therapeutic efficacy compared to a single ferritin
cage, again highlighting the need for high order cage assem-
blies with dened sizes and shapes.

Here, we developed a reliable and facile strategy to build
high order ferritin assemblies with homogeneous sizes and
shapes by designing a limitedly activated nanocage for
1106 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 1105–1113
constrained assembly (Scheme 1a). We demonstrated that
strong binding pair leucine zippers could be fully or limitedly
exposed on a ferritin surface with different orientations by
systematically manipulating ferritin-zipper fusion. Ferritin
cages with limitedly exposed zippers could be assembled on
a fully activated cage with minimal continuous growth to form
dened cage assemblies with a core cage and surrounding cages
(Scheme 1a). Constructed high order structures could be iso-
lated from unassembled cage monomers by simple affinity
chromatography, and thereby preparation could be easily scaled
up (Scheme 1b). Cage-to-cage assemblies consisting of seven or
three ferritin nanocages were constructed through this con-
strained assembly. In addition, a larger protein cage than
ferritin could also be used as a core cage to produce a spherical
high order cage structure with over ten surrounding ferritin
cages. More ellipsoidal cage assemblies were also constructed
by using dimeric ferritin as a core. Lastly, we examined con-
structed cage assemblies for their cellular binding and uptake,
which were clearly more effective compared to a single ferritin
cage.

Results and discussion
Fabrication of a ferritin variant with limited surface
modication for constrained cage assembly

Diverse high order colloidal structures with precise architec-
tures have been assembled by using synthetic particle building
blocks with anisotropically exposed functional groups on their
surfaces.33,34,40 We envisioned that growth-constrained high
order cage assemblies could be similarly fabricated by conning
the activated surface of the protein cage building blocks.
However, assembling anisotropic protein cages is difficult and
oen requires complicated engineering processes including co-
assembly of different cage subunits. Ferritin cages can be dis-
assembled and re-assembled by controlling pH, and several
studies reported partial surface activation of ferritin nanocages
by scrambling unmodied and modied subunits during this
dis-/re-assembly process.41–46 However, structurally defected
ferritins could be generated during the dis-/re-assembly
processes,47 and more importantly, we observed that proper
ferritin re-assembly was hampered by genetic fusion of foreign
proteins such as stable binding modules for cage-to-cage
assembly (Fig. S1†). It would be ideal if ferritin building
blocks with anisotropically exposed binding modules could be
constructed by simple self-assembly of a single kind of subunits
as expressed in cells. This approach would minimize ferritin
variant exposure to harsh conditions and enable reliable cage
production even on a large scale.

The human heavy-chain ferritin (HF) subunits form a 24-
meric cage structure with the N-termini exposed to the exterior
surface, whereas the C-termini (at the end of the E-helix) are
facing the inner cavity (Fig. 1a).26 It has been reported that these
inward-facing E-helices can be pulled out from the cage (op-
ping) by fusing proteins exceeding certain sizes to the ferritin C-
terminus.48 We envisioned that if 24 E-helices were designed to
be only partially opped, anisotropically activated ferritin cages
could be formed from identical subunits rather than co-
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 Fabrication of ferritin variants with fully or limitedly exposed zipper peptides. (a) Structures of the ferritin subunit and assembled 24-meric
cages. The location of N-terminus (yellow) and C-terminus at the E-helix (cyan) is indicated. Surface exposed N-termini and flopped C-termini
on the cage are depicted, and their surface distributions are described with polyhedra. (b) Schematic diagram of zipper exposure on a ferritin
surface. ZE peptides (red) fused to both of the N-termini and C-termini of ferritin are fully exposed, whereas C-terminal fused ZR peptides (blue)
are only partially exposed. (c) Negative-stained TEM images of HF, ZE-HF, HF-ZE, and HF-ZR. Scale bars are 20 nm. (d) Gel shift assays of zipper-
fused ferritin variants binding to their complementary zipper-fused GFPs with increased GFP per cage ratios (0 to 24). Native gel fluorescence
(GFP) images (top) and relative intensities of HF-GFP complexes (bottom) are shown. (e) Negative-stained TEM images and schematic structures
of GFP-fused HF (GFP-HF) and zipper-fused ferritin variants bound with their complementary zipper-fused GFPs. Stained GFPs around a few HF
variants are indicated with dotted yellow circles. Scale bars are 20 nm.
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assembly of different subunits. Sizes, shapes, and charges of
fused proteins will likely govern the opping process. We fused
a strongly interacting leucine zipper pair, ZE and ZR (Kd ∼10−15

M) (Fig. S2†), which form a parallel coiled-coil,49 to ferritin for
stable and well-dened cage-to-cage assembly. More impor-
tantly, these zipper peptides possess small sizes (∼40 amino
acids) and distinct charges. Upon C-terminal fusion, many
small zipper peptides might stay inside the cavity with only
a small portion of peptides exposed to the outside. Moreover,
negative ZE and positive ZR might have different opping
tendencies since the ferritin cavity is overall negatively
charged.50 ZE and ZR were fused to both the N- and C-termini of
ferritin with 15 residue linkers (all protein sequences are given
in the ESI†). N-terminal fusion will generate cages with 24
exposed zipper peptides, which are evenly distributed around
the cage (Fig. 1a).51,52 On the other hand, for C-terminal fused
and fully opped cages, six sets of four closely clustered zipper
peptides will be exposed with an octahedral geometry on a cage
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
surface (Fig. 1a and b). Wild-type ferritin (HF), ZE-fused ferritins
(N-terminal fusion: ZE-HF, C-terminal fusion: HF-ZE), and C-
terminal ZR-fused ferritin (HF-ZR) were all expressed well in
cells into ∼12 nm spherical cage structures, as shown in their
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images (Fig. 1c),
except for N-terminal ZR-fused ferritin (ZR-HF). ZR-HF could not
properly assemble into the cage structure (Fig. S3†).
Binding titration of surface exposed zippers on ferritin
variants

The exposure degree of zipper peptides on the ferritin outer
surface was investigated by titrating binding activities. ZE- and
ZR-fused GFPs were prepared, and their binding to zipper
ferritin variants at various ratios was examined with an elec-
trophoretic mobility shi assay (Fig. 1d). GFP-ZR (ZR fusion to
the GFP C-terminus) was treated with ZE-HF, while ZR-GFP (ZR
fusion to the GFP N-terminus) was treated with HF-ZE to ensure
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 1105–1113 | 1107
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an identical ferritin-GFP complex geometry for different vari-
ants. When more GFP was added, bands for the ferritin-GFP
complexes were gradually shied and intensied, indicating
increased numbers of bound GFPs. The shied band intensity
for ZE-HF, which has fully exposed ZE on the ferritin N-termini,
was increased until approximately 20 to 24 GFPs were added to
a single ferritin (Fig. 1d). The GFP binding pattern of HF-ZE was
similar to that of ZE-HF, indicating that C-terminal fused ZE
peptides were also fully exposed (opped) from the cage.
Interestingly, however, the complex band intensity of HF-ZR was
saturated aer only 6 to 8 GFPs were added. It is clear that only
a portion of ZR peptides opped from the cage, unlike ZE. While
negative ZE easily opped from the negatively charged cavity,
positive ZR might preferentially remain in the cavity, and only
several ZR peptides were opped, likely due to the limited cavity
space. In fact, when the 15 residue linker between HF and ZR
was removed to reduce the C-terminal fused protein size, most
ZR peptides remained inside the cage, showing no complex
formation with ZE-GFP (Fig. S4†). On the other hand, linker
exibility did not signicantly affect this C-terminal opping
(Fig. S4b†). The linker length was further varied from 15 resi-
dues to 5 or 30 residues. Flopped ZR peptides were clearly fewer
for the shorter linker variant and more for the longer linker
variant compared to the original HF-ZR with the 15 residue
linker (Fig. S4c†).

Full and limited exposure of zipper peptides on ferritin
variants were further veried with negative stained TEM images
of GFP bound ferritins. For comparison, GFP was genetically
fused to the ferritin N-terminus (GFP-HF), which represents
a ferritin cage with 24 GFPs that are fully and evenly exposed on
the cage surface. Surrounding GFPs along the cage boundary
were clearly observed in GFP-HF TEM images (Fig. 1e and S5†).
GFP bound zipper ferritin variants were next prepared by add-
ing excess zipper-GFPs to zipper ferritins, and unbound GFPs
were removed by size exclusion chromatography (SEC). For both
ZE-HF and HF-ZE, many surface bound GFPs were clearly
observed in TEM images, similar to GFP-HF, verifying full
surface exposure of fused ZE. On the other hand, only a few (one
to three) GFPs were observed on ZE-GFP treated HF-ZR, again
supporting limited ZR exposure on HF-ZR (Fig. S5†). Dynamic
light scattering (DLS) was also used to examine the sizes of HF-
ZE and HF-ZR before and aer GFP binding (Fig. S6†). Before
GFP binding, both variants showed nearly the same size (∼13.5
nm). Aer GFP binding, however, fully opped HF-ZE showed
a larger size (∼18.2 nm) than limitedly opped HF-ZR (∼15.7
nm), likely due to a much higher number of GFPs on the fully
opped ferritin. All binding titration data indicate that ferritin
variants with fully and limitedly exposed zipper peptides can be
constructed by careful genetic fusion of zippers to ferritins.
Constrained high order ferritin assembly with limitedly
exposed zipper ferritin

Constructed surface activated ferritin variants with fully or
partially exposed zippers were next used to induce constrained
ferritin assembly. To properly evaluate the roles of the limitedly
activated ferritin (HF-ZR) for constrained assembly, we also
1108 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 1105–1113
prepared fully exposed ZR-ferritin for comparison. It has been
reported that the C-terminal E-helix of ferritin can be removed
without disrupting the cage structure, and newly generated C-
termini of this truncated ferritin (F160) are fully exposed from
the cage (Fig. S7a†).53,54 We fused ZR to the F160 C-terminus
(F160-ZR) to prepare fully exposed ZR-ferritin. The fused
subunits assembled into the ferritin cage structure (Fig. S7b†),
and more importantly, gel-based binding titration and TEM
images of F160-ZR with bound ZE-GFP conrmed that ZR
peptides were fully exposed, similar to ZE-fused ferritins
(Fig. S7c†). When fully exposed ZE-ferritins were mixed with also
fully exposed F160-ZR, highly heterogeneous and large ferritin
assemblages were formed (Fig. 2a), likely through continuous
growth of cage-to-cage assemblies. We also added excess F160-
ZR to ZE-HF since uneven building block concentrations oen
hinder continuous high order assembly. However, even with six
times more F160-ZR than ZE-HF, these zipper ferritins were still
assembled into large heterogeneous assemblages (Fig. 2a and
S8a†). The high valency (24) of the surface binding modules,
which are also spherically distributed on a ∼13 nm diameter
cage, is likely responsible for this strong (uncontrollable) cage
assembly growth.

On the other hand, when anisotropic HF-ZR was added to ZE-
HF, continuous assembly growth was clearly limited by
increased HF-ZR (Fig. 2b). In particular, at a mixing ratio of 1 : 6
(ZE-HF : HF-ZR), most observed high order assemblies showed
a nite architecture, where a single central cage (likely ZE-HF)
was wrapped around once by other cages (likely HF-ZR). With
only a limited number of exposed ZR on HF-ZR, aer HF-ZR
binds to the rst ZE-HF, HF-ZR binding to the second ZE-HF for
continuous growth could be heavily prevented. We also expect
that multiple ZE/ZR interactions are involved in a single HF–HF
assembly, which also limits the binding of HF-ZR (with a few
exposed ZR) to multiple ZE-HF. Anisotropic HF-ZR was also
added to another fully activated HF-ZE. Interestingly, only a few
(one to three) HF-ZR cages were bound to HF-ZE at all mixing
ratios as shown in the TEM images (Fig. 2c) and band shi gel
data (Fig. S8†). Unlike ZE-HF, HF-ZE has an octahedral surface
distribution of clustered ZE peptides, offering fewer binding
locations for HF-ZR cages. More importantly, the same zipper
fusion orientation for HF-ZE and HF-ZR (both C-terminal fusion)
demands tight contact between two ferritins for the parallel ZE/
ZR binding-based cage assembly (Fig. 2c). In addition, this close
ferritin proximity might also hamper HF-ZR wrapping around
HF-ZE, whereas ZE-HF was effectively surrounded by HF-ZR
through a more spaced ZE/ZR assembly (Fig. 2b). These data
indicate that different high order ferritin assemblies with
homogeneous sizes and shapes could be constructed by varying
the zipper fusion orientations with asymmetrically-opped HF-
ZR. We also examined high order cage assembly with the HF-ZR
linker variants (Fig. S4†). The longer linker variant with more
exposed ZR was not effective for constrained assembly, showing
large cage assemblages at most mixing ratios as demonstrated
in TEM (Fig. S9†) and gel shi (Fig. S10†) analyses. On the other
hand, the shorter linker variant with fewer surface ZR was highly
effective for constrained assembly, further supporting that
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Construction of homogeneous high order ferritin assemblies. (a) TEM images of ZE-HF and F160-ZRmixtures with increased F160-ZR. (ZE-
HF : F160-ZR = 1 : 1, 1 : 4, and 1 : 6) Assembled cage structures are schematically expressed in the right. (b) TEM images of ZE-HF and HF-ZR
mixtures with increased HF-ZR. Assembled cage structures with zipper binding orientations (arrows) are schematically expressed in the right. (c)
TEM images of HF-ZE and HF-ZR mixtures with increased HF-ZR. (d) High order ferritin (ZE-HF : HF-ZR = 1 : 10) purification with His affinity
chromatography. A native fluorescence gel image of cage mixture (mix), resin-unbound flow through (unbound), washed un-assembled HF-ZR,
and eluted high order structure is shown. (e) TEM images of purified high order ZE-HF/HF-ZR (left) and HF-ZE/HF-ZR (right). (f) Dynamic light
scattering data of HF-ZR (red), un-assembled HF-ZR (green), and eluted high order structure (blue). All scale bars are 50 nm.
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highly limited binding zipper exposure is critical for con-
strained cage assembly.

To remove unbound HF-ZR from high order ferritin assem-
blies, a 6His tag was introduced only into the ZE-fused ferritins
(ZE-HF and HF-ZE). His tag-fused ZE-ferritins were mixed with
excess (10 fold for ZE-HF, 6 fold for HF-ZE) HF-ZR, and ZE-
ferritins with bound HF-ZR were isolated from unbound HF-ZR
by using His tag affinity columns. Unbound HF-ZR ferritin
monomers were effectively removed by this simple affinity
chromatography (Fig. 2d and S11†). SEC analyses also
conrmed that high order assemblies were effectively separated
from unbound HF-ZR by affinity purication (Fig. S12†). The
resulting puried ferritin assemblies showed uniform sizes and
shapes in their TEM images (Fig. 2e and S13†). A DLS analysis
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
also conrmed the effective isolation of high order assemblies
by removing unbound HF-ZR (Fig. 2f). The DLS size distribution
of the high order structure was maintained even aer 20 days
incubation at 4 °C, and native gel and TEM images of these
structures were also unaffected by high salt (500 mM NaCl) or
high temperature (42 °C) incubation (Fig. S14†).

Different high order assemblies could be separated in a 3%
native gel according to the number of bound HF-ZR (Fig. 2d, S8
and S10†), whereas they were undistinguishable by DLS (Fig. 2f)
and SEC (Fig. S12†) analyses. To determine the exact number of
bound HF-ZR, assemblies on each native gel band were extrac-
ted and analyzed by TEM (Fig. S15†). TEM images showed that
isolated ZE-HF/HF-ZR assemblies contained mostly four to six
HF-ZR cages surrounding a single ZE-HF with a size of ∼38 nm.
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 1105–1113 | 1109
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Relative band intensities indicated that over 90% of isolated
assemblies were the intended ferritin assemblies with a single
ZE-HF cage and surrounding HF-ZR cages (Fig. S15a†). The ZE-
HF/HF-ZR assemblies were also examined by atomic force
microscopy (AFM). These assemblies appeared as rounded
particles with sizes of 40–50 nm, while continuous assembly
structures between ZE-HF and F160-ZR appeared as highly
irregular shapes with over 200 nm sizes (Fig. S16†). The number
of bound HF-ZR cages could be decreased by lowering the ZE-
HF : HF-ZR mixing ratios, but lowering the mixing ratios also
stimulated the formation of polydisperse large assemblages
(Fig. 2b and S17†). Mostly two or three HF-ZR cages were bound
to HF-ZE in isolated HF-ZE/HF-ZR assemblies (Fig. 2e and
S15b†). We also examined another fully exposed ZE-fused
ferritin, F160-ZE, which behaved similarly to fully exposed HF-
ZE (Fig. S18†). Interestingly, one or two more HF-ZR cages were
bound to F160-ZE than to HF-ZE (Fig. S18d†). E-helix truncated
F160-ZE might provide better spacing and orientation of
exposed ZE than HF-ZE for HF-ZR assembly.
High order ferritin assembly with a bigger core cage

Constrained ferritin assembly with limitedly activated ferritin
was conducted with a larger core protein cage. An articially
designed protein cage mi3 contains 60 subunits and has an
icosahedron structure with a diameter of ∼25 nm.55 A His tag
and ZE were fused to mi3 at the N-terminus (ZE-mi3), which is
exposed to the cage exterior. Expressed ZE-mi3 assembled into
the native spherical structure, likely with 60 fully exposed ZE
peptides (Fig. 3a). A gel band shi assay suggested that nearly
12 anisotropic HF-ZR could be assembled onto this large 60-
meric protein cage (Fig. S19†). Excess (20 fold) HF-ZR was mixed
with ZE-mi3, and unbound HF-ZR was removed again with His
tag affinity columns (Fig. 3b and S20a†). At a low ZE-mi3 : HF-ZR
Fig. 3 High order ferritin assembly with mi3. (a) TEM image of ZE-mi3.
(b) Fluorescence gel image for affinity purification of ZE-mi3/HF-ZR
assembly (ZE-mi3 : HF-ZR = 1 : 12). (c) TEM images of purified high
order ZE-mi3/HF-ZR assemblies with varying cage ratios (ZE-mi3 : HF-
ZR = 1 : 6, 1 : 12, and 1 : 24). All scale bars are 50 nm.
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ratio (1 : 6), polydisperse cage assemblages were formed
(Fig. 3c). However, with more HF-ZR (ZE-mi3 : HF-ZR ratios = 1 :
12 and 1 : 24), nearly 50 nm size high order cage assemblies
were uniformly formed. TEM images suggest that potentially
∼12 HF-ZR could be surrounding a core mi3 cage (Fig. S20b†).
AFM images of ZE-mi3/HF-ZR showed 70–80 nm size particles,
and these assemblies were also stable against high salt and high
temperature (Fig. S20c and d†). With the present anisotropic
HF-ZR, diverse cage-to-cage assemblies can be designed by
varying the core template proteins with fused ZE. About 36% to
56% of initially mixed core cage proteins were recovered as high
order assemblies aer affinity purication and dialysis
(Fig. S21†).

High order ferritin assembly with multimeric ferritin cages

To further demonstrate how different high order ferritins can
be assembled with different core proteins, particularly with
non-spherical structures, we constructed multimeric ferritin
structures. Ferritin subunits assemble into a 24-meric cage
through a stable dimer intermediate.56 We therefore tandemly
fused two subunits with a exible linker, where the resulting
repeat protein can form a single chain dimer intermediate (di-
subunit). The ferritin cage structure can be assembled with 12
of these di-subunits (Fig. 4a), and this cage will have 12 exposed
N-termini instead of 24. We also envisioned that two mono-
meric subunits of a di-subunit can individually participate in
two separate cage formations, and then two ferritin cages can be
linked by this inter-cage assembly, producing a stable ferritin
dimer. The di-subunit was expressed and assembled in cells,
and puried ferritin proteins were analyzed with a native gel.
Interestingly, the assembled ferritin proteins showed a ladder
shape band pattern, indicating the formation of multimeric
ferritin cage assembly mixtures (Fig. 4b). This indicates that the
inter-cage assembly by the di-subunit can also repeatedly occur
to link multiple ferritins. Three fast migrating proteins (likely
mono-, di-, and tri-meric ferritins) were isolated by gel-based
separation, followed by electro-elution, as previously re-
ported.57 TEM images clearly showed the monomeric and
multimeric cage structures of these isolated ferritins (Fig. 4c).

Monomeric and dimeric ferritins consisting of di-subunits
with a N-terminal His tag and ZE peptide were prepared.
Again, excess HF-ZR was added to these ferritins, and unbound
HF-ZR was removed from the high order assemblies. Only three
or four HF-ZR cages were bound to the monomeric ferritin
(Fig. 4d), likely due to there being only 12 exposed ZE rather
than 24 for ZE-HF. For the dimeric (di-) ferritin, more ellipsoidal
high order ferritin assemblies were obtained by surrounding
two linked cages with HF-ZR, demonstrating that cage-to-cage
assembly shapes can be varied by applying different shapes of
core proteins.

Cellular binding and uptake of fabricated high order ferritins

Lastly, to examine the inuence of increased sizes and valencies
of high order cage assemblies on their behaviors, we investi-
gated cellular binding and internalization of fabricated ferritin
structures. As discussed earlier, the size and shape of carrier
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 High order ferritin assembly with multimeric ferritins. (a)
Schematic diagrams of multimeric ferritin formation from the tan-
demly repeated ferritin subunits (di-subunit). Ferritin di-subunits
assembled into multimeric ferritins via inter-cage assembly (link two
cages). (b) Native gel image of the expressed multimeric ferritin
mixture (total) and gel-purified discrete ferritin multimers (1, 2, 3 mer).
(c) TEM images of the gel-purified ferritin monomer, dimer, and trimer.
(d) TEM images of purified high order assemblies between the ZE-
fused ferritin monomer (left) or dimer (right) and HF-ZR. All scale bars
are 50 nm.

Fig. 5 Cellular uptake of high order ferritin assemblies. (a) Confocal
images of HeLa cells (blue, DAPI staining) treated with dye-labeled
ferritin and high order ferritin assemblies (red) at 4 °C to examine cage
surface binding. (b) Relative cell surface binding intensities of ferritin (1
mer), ZE-HF/HF-ZR (total 7 HF, 7 mer), and ZE-mi3/HF-ZR (total 12 HF,
12 mer). (c) Relative cellular uptake signals of ferritin variants at
different time points. (d) Confocal images of HeLa cells treated with
dye-labeled ferritin variants (red) at 37 °C to examine cage cell inter-
nalization. All scale bars are 10 mm.
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materials are key factors that dictate their pharmaceutical
properties.36,58 Since human ferritin has shown an intrinsic
targeting ability to the TfR1 receptor, which is overexpressed on
tumor cell surfaces,59 ferritin assemblies (ZE-HF/HF-ZR and ZE-
mi3/HF-ZR) were directly treated with HeLa cells. Monomeric
ferritin was also treated with cells for comparison. ZE-HF and
ZE-mi3 were assembled with dye-labeled HF-ZR, and we esti-
mated that 6 and 12 HF-ZR were bound to ZE-HF and ZE-mi3,
respectively. All ferritin samples were treated with cells with
a nal concentration of 100 nM for a monomeric cage (i.e.
assembly concentration: 100/7 nM for ZE-HF/HF-ZR with total
∼7 HF and 100/12 nM for ZE-mi3/HF-ZR with total ∼12 HF).
First, the ferritin binding efficiency to cell surfaces was inves-
tigated at 4 °C, where ferritin internalization will be inhibited.60

Surface bound ferritin signals were clearly higher for the high
order assemblies than for the monomeric ferritin (Fig. 5a and
b), likely due to the ferritin multivalency of the assemblies. In
particular, ZE-HF/HF-ZR showed the strongest signal, which was
even two-fold higher than the signal of larger ZE-mi3/HF-ZR. ZE-
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
HF/HF-ZR with ∼six surrounding HF-ZR might have a suffi-
ciently high ferritin multivalency for strong cell surface binding
and also a high assembly concentration (∼100/7 nM), compared
to ZE-mi3/HF-ZR, which has a high multivalency with ∼12
surrounding HF-ZR but with a low assembly concentration
(∼100/12 nM). Next, cellular internalization of the ferritin
assemblies was monitored over time at 37 °C. Again, the high
order assemblies showed stronger internalization than the
monomeric ferritin (Fig. 5c and d). In addition, internalization
signals also increased more rapidly for the high order structure.
Conclusions

Various high order ferritin assemblies with dened sizes and
shapes were constructed by developing an anisotropic ferritin
with limitedly exposed leucine zipper peptides. The anisotrop-
ically opped ferritin was produced by single component
cellular expression without applying conventional in vitro co-
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 1105–1113 | 1111
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assembly of different components, making this method highly
reliable and suitable for mass production. This limitedly acti-
vated ferritin allowed constrained cage-to-cage assembly
processes, which were not possible with fully activated ferritins.
In addition, this constrained assembly did not require precise
mixing concentration control, which is oen challenging with
different protein cages. We also inserted zipper peptides with
different orientations to ferritin variants (HF and F160), which
widened the pool of fully activated core proteins for the
construction of high order ferritins with varied sizes and
shapes. Due to the rigid parallel interaction structure of zipper
peptides, different zipper orientations generated different steric
hindrance, leading to assembly variation.

We also constructed larger and even ellipsoidal cage
assemblies by using mi3 and di-ferritin core cages. Increasing
the size of protein cage structures is one of the major ongoing
goals in the eld of protein cage design. The expanded range of
attainable cage sizes provided in our work will be highly valu-
able, particularly for bio-medical applications. In fact, we
showed that the ZE-HF/HF-ZR assembly with about seven ferritin
cages showed a vastly stronger cell internalization ability than
the monomeric HF and the ZE-mi3/HF-ZR assembly with over
twelve cages. Our modular building block cages can be indi-
vidually functionalized and assembled, and these multi-
function assemblies can be used in diverse applications such
as synergistic drug delivery or linked reaction center design. For
future studies, we will develop various limitedly activated
ferritins with binding moieties other than ZR by controlling the
size and charge of fused moieties. Varying the binding pairs will
further diversify attainable structures of high order ferritin
structures. Moreover, anisotropic HF will also be assembled
with synthetic nanostructures to generate hybrid cage
materials.
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